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LIBBY CARDONE
Graduate Student Seeking Design Job

“I wish there was a place that
specialized in job postings in
the design industry.”
“How can I know that I will be
learn and grow from the
position?”
“I need to know that a
company I apply for knows how
to effectively utilize creative
employees to our fullest
potential.”
 “I wish I would be able to
know why I am not considered
for a job and what the
company’s reasoning for
passing was.”

Age: 21
Gender: Female
Location: Mountainside,
NJ
Occupation: Graduate
Student
Education: Bachelors
degree in Public
Relations
Family/ Marital Status:
Single
 

QUOTES DEMOGRAPHIC



GOALS CURRENT
BEHAVIORSummary: Find a career that will help me

grow my confidence in my skill set.
Ideally the job would be in my immediate
location and with a modern company
culture. In addition they would be
understanding of my major not directly
relating to design.
- Find a company accepting entry level
design applicants
- Easy viewing of design related jobs
online
- Have a clear understanding of the team
I will be working with and reporting to
- Read in-depth reviews of past
employees that held the position I apply
for

Summary: I apply to jobs I’m not sure I will get
anything out of because the descriptions are
vague and job postings are difficult to come by. I
have to apply to these sorts of jobs across multiple
platforms and often never hear back from the
employers.
- Search across multiple platforms to find what the
job I’m applying for will consist of
and what people’s experiences at this job were like
- Sending past employee’s messages to see what
their overall experience in the position
was like and if they learned from it
- Using third party websites to get an idea of what
the salary and experience will look
like
- Check the company website and compare it
against other job postings



MOTIVATION VS ABILITY

POSSIBLE TRIGGERS
- Embarrassment of not being employed yet
- Fear of unknowingly passing up a great
opportunity
- Fear of missing a job positing somewhere

INHIBITING FACTORS
- Different jobs are posted across different
websites
- Vague and difficult to understand postings
- No way of knowing if other people had good
experiences in this job

MOTIVATING FACTORS
- Begin saving money and starting my life
- Creating new work place connections
- Expand my portfolio
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ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCERS
- Laptop after my internship,
inspired to find somewhere that
will pay me to do work I love
- Phone at night, anxious that I
haven’t found anything and doing
some last minuet searching
- Talking with friends and
colleagues, asking if they know
any leads

- Parents: they encourage me to
start saving money and start my
professional career
- Boyfriend: he supports my
aspirations and sends me leads
- Professors: they support me with
knowledge of the industry and can
point me in the right
direction



RELATED PERSONA
Libby and Audrey are both looking to
further their career in the design field.
Libby is looking for a job that has a
descriptive job posting so she knows
what to expect and what sort of
experience she will get out of the job.
Audrey  wants to advance her career
as a designer and is concerned with
the possibility of working a job that is
below her experience level.
 

Jobs w/ bad
experience

Jobs w/ good
experience

Jobs w/
descriptive
posting

Jobs w/ non
descriptive
posting



AUDREY MAIER
New Professional Seeking Job Change

“I wish there was a way to
match my experience with open
jobs.”
“How can I know that I my new
job will be a step up?”
“I need to know that a
company I apply for knows how
to take advantage of my skill
set.”
 “I wish I would be able to
know the salary of certain jobs
before I apply to them.”

Age: 26
Gender: Female
Location: Stamford, CT
Occupation: Graphic
Designer
Education: Bachelors
degree in Graphic Design
Family/ Marital Status:
Married
 

QUOTES DEMOGRAPHIC



GOALS CURRENT
BEHAVIORSummary: Find a new that job that will be

a step up from my old job. Ideally the job
would be in my immediate location and
with a modern company culture. In
addition they would teach me new things
and improve my skill set.
- Find a company in need of an
experienced designer
- Have a clear understanding of my new
responsibilties
- Read in-depth reviews of past
employees that held the position I apply
for

Summary: I apply to jobs that might be  bad for me
because I don't know if they're looking for
somebody fresh out of college or with a little
experience.
- Search across multiple platforms to find what the
job I’m applying for will consist of
and what people’s experiences at this job were like
- Blindly message company employees to try and
ask them what their responsibilities are like
was like and if they learned from it
- Reach out to my network to see if they know of
any positions I might be a good fit in



MOTIVATION VS ABILITY

POSSIBLE TRIGGERS
- Being stuck at first job forever
- Fear of unknowingly passing up a great
opportunity

INHIBITING FACTORS
- Difficult to determine the level of job postings
- Possibility of working a job below current level
- No way of knowing if other people had good
experiences in this job

MOTIVATING FACTORS
- Find a new job with better pay/ commute
- Expand my resume 
- Bring seasoned and confident experience to a
new job
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ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCERS
- Laptop after work, inspired to
find a job that will advance me
further
- Phone on break, scrolling through
job websites to see if there is
anything new
- Talking with friends and
colleagues, asking if they know
any leads

- Parents: want me to reach my full
potential
- Husband: pushes me outside of
my comfort zone
- Sister: she keeps me motivated
and forces me to look at the big
picture


